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• Reviewing the national curriculum has always been a political process - history find itself 

at the epicentre.!
• The national curriculum as driven even by Keith Joseph had some appreciation of the 

complexity of history - this is not the same in the present - Gove's lines of children 
memorising kings and queens.!

• There is a press trend to howl "falling standards" but GCSE is a criterion referenced 
exam. Surely this is a case of improving schools, teachers and specifications? !

• Who is involved in writing the national curriculum today? What is the process of review? 
Warwick Mansell describes an untransparent and bizarre process.!

• Expert group report in December 2012 suggested: compulsory history, removing levels, 
etc!

• History seems unlikely to become compulsory to 16. It is likely there will be an increasing 
focus on knowledge. There may not be a national standard. There may well be sets of 
knowledge to learn by certain points. Academies can opt out.!

• Gove is not offering a proper vision for what the curriculum should be. It is a surrogate for  
political vision. !!

The Role of SHP!
• SHP was founded on the principle "what are the needs of adolescents history might 

meet?"!
• Resolved: to understand the world in which they live. Feeds into the modern world study 

(coursework). Students need to emerge into the world at 16 "knowing what the hell is 
going on"!

• Need to find personal identity by studying people in a different time and place. This feeds 
into the depth study. This is empowering students to work out their own identity not have 
it imposed.!

• The need to understand change and continuity in human affairs - studies in development.!
• The need for students to acquire leisure interests. !
• The need to develop critical thinking skills and to make judgements about people in 

different situations!!
What should SHP offer today?!
• British school children are amongst the most stressed and unhappy in the world.!
• Young people are a target of the present government.!
• We are dealing with a post modern teenager. The traditional student was made to accept 

the world for the way it was - an age of deference.!
• Modern students - challenge authority and status. A rise of egalitarianism. Many on the 

right want to turn back the clock!
• The post modern student  - pluralist, no unquestioning allegiance, expect to be allowed 

to be themselves, value friends and communities, vulnerable, multiple identities, more 
passive - have bought into the education game, expect good and engaging teaching, 



expect fairness, value self expression and expect to be heard, have a digital power over 
adults.!

• There is still a need to understand the world in which they live: news explosions, 
terrorism, migration!

• The depth study now has a focus on being about diversity of time and place - Celtic to 
Roman, Anglo Saxon to Norman, medieval Baghdad, Restoration England, !

• Still need to understand continuity and change: war (which? Do we focus on England 
winning wars against "foreigners"?); co-operation and people working together; a focus   
on ordinary lives and inequalities (Wilkinson and Picket - The Spirit Level); All four 
nations; Power - what story do we tell? Do we condescend the efforts of those who try to 
effect change - a Whiggish history!

• Whatever changes in the national picture, we have to defend: meaningful history, 
historical enquiry, the long view (small studies in development), diversity, history around 
us, enjoyable rigorous learning.


